The Circle Game

This is a picture of how the four primary activities, organise within every circle, orientated off the Earth’s North Magnetic pole

The elements Fire, Air, Water and Earth, interact to form life.

Here is all of their interactions for both the External and Internal realms

The Game

Align this picture to Magnetic North
And put a finger of your left hand
Onto whatever energy you wish to receive

A 10ml glass bottle of water can be placed on any spot and left in the Sun for longer than 10 minutes For some takeaways

The lines mark the chemical elements
The purple blue green yellow lines Are the Major elements

The red lines are the transition elements And the small blue lines are the Lanthanides and Actinides

C = Cosmic and W = World - The Above
Int. = Internal - The Below

This game can be played in a circle of any size
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